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“Canary in a COVID World: How Propaganda and Censorship Changed Our (My) World”

By Elizabeth Woodworth, August 24, 2023

The inspired editors of this fascinating collection have managed to gain the confidence and
cooperation of 34 thought leaders who have exposed all the elements of the systematic
global health propaganda that delivered the drumbeat message.

Geopolitics: BRICS De-dollarizing Emerging New World

By Prof. Maurice Okoli, August 24, 2023

Long before the highly-praised Johannesburg’s  15th BRICS summit,  considered as very
important step forward on the way to deepening interaction in the sphere of trade and
investment with the nations of  Global  South,  all  the five BRICS leaders have made it  their
priority task to find their  own common currency so as not to depend on the United States
dollar in the emerging new world.

Zelensky Buys Luxury Villa in Egypt While His Soldiers Die on Frontlines

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, August 24, 2023

A recent journalistic report revealed that the Ukrainian president bought a luxury villa in
Egypt in the region of El Gouna, also known as the “city of millionaires”. More than that,
evidence  indicates  that  Zelensky  used  Western  money  for  the  purchase,  spending  in
personal luxury a significant part of the amounts he receives from NATO countries.
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Pilot Incapacitation: Student Pilot Went into Cardiac Arrest Behind the Controls Mid-flight

By Dr. William Makis, August 24, 2023

On  August  18,  the  Fort  Novosel  (formerly  Fort  Rucker)  student  suffered  a  cardiac  arrest
while flying at a low altitude, according to TRMLX. The student suddenly slumped over the
controls  and  his  “stick  buddy”  had  to  pull  him  off.  The  instructor  pilot  (IP),  according  to
TRMLX, took over and safely landed the plane onto the stage field and the second student
immediately began performing CPR on the incapacitated student.

The Mexico-US Trade War Over Glyphosate and GM Corn

By Ben Bartee, August 24, 2023

On December 31, 2020. Mexican president Andrés Manuel López Obrador issued a national
decree to end the use of glyphosate and genetically modified corn by 2024.

Viruses: Man-Made for Big Pharma Vaccine Profits?

By Helena Glass, August 24, 2023

In 1920, Karl Landsteimer, a jewish physician, discovered the infectious character of polio
and isolated the virus. In 1923, Landsteiner arrived in New York at the invitation of Simon
Flexner, to work at the Rockefeller Institute. It is stipulated that The Rockefeller Institute
created a vaccine which caused the Spanish Flu to morph into a bacterial pneumonia killing
hundreds of thousands.

Secret Letter to CDC: Top Epidemiologist Suggests Agency Misrepresented Scientific Data to
Support Mask Narrative

By Megan Redshaw, August 24, 2023

Documents recently obtained from the National Institutes of Health suggest public health
officials used inaccurate information and misrepresented medical research to advance their
policy  objective  that  masks  prevent  severe  COVID-19  and  virus  transmission—despite
opposing scientific evidence received from experts.

The CEO of Pfizer Is Now the World’s Highest Paid Pharma Boss

By Jordan Schachtel, August 24, 2023
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Albert Bourla, the notorious snake oil salesman and horse doctor who serves as the CEO of
Pfizer, is now the highest paid executive in the entire Pharma industry.

Atlanta Prosecutor Fani Willis Sent Black Educators to Jail

By Margaret Kimberley, August 24, 2023

Atlanta is no mecca for Black people. It is a political plantation where the white overseers
rule. Fani Willis’ prosecution of Black teachers was an awful example of the power dynamic
in that city. 

The Pacific Is Not a Nuclear Waste Dumping Ground!

By Pacific Elders Voice, August 24, 2023

We  note  with  disappointment  that  this  brazen  act  of  environmental  vandalism  will
compound the brutal nuclear legacy of over 315 weapons tests in our region for which
genuine nuclear justice has not been fully achieved.
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